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Introduction and Hypotheses

Research is split on the effect of background music on cognitive functioning (6, 8, 11, 13). Much research has been done to study music and its possible distraction effects, but results have been inconclusive. Music is made up of many complex components, so further research into different characteristics of music is needed for future researchers to be able to make conclusions about the distraction of music as a whole.

Previous Literature

• Background music, regardless of genre, appears to have some negative effect on cognitive functioning (4, 6, 8)
• Regardless of its characteristics, music has been shown to interfere with reading and language comprehension (4, 7, 9)
• Music and language processing may overlap (3)
• Regardless of its characteristics, music has been shown to interfere with cognitive functioning (4, 6, 8)

Research Need

• Continued research in this area may help future researchers make more generalized statements about background music’s effect on cognitive functioning
• Results of the current study could help people make educated decisions about the music they listen to while working/studying

Hypotheses

1. The musical conditions will have different levels of negative effect on the reading comprehension scores of the participants.
   (Descending order: Happy, Sad, Scary)
2. Emotion recognition scores and reading comprehension scores will be negatively correlated.
3. Musical training and reading comprehension scores will be negatively correlated.

Method

• Participants met the researcher in an assigned computer lab with headphones provided by the researcher
• Participants were given five and a half minutes to read a passage (1) under one of four background conditions: 1. Silence 2. Happy Music: Beethoven’s Symphony no. 6 (3rd mvt.) 3. Sad Music: Barber’s Adagio for Strings 4. Scary Music: Holst’s Mars-the Bringer of War
• Participants were asked 10 questions about the passage to assess reading comprehension
• A music emotion recognition test was then given to the participants where they matched 12 music samples with the faces (2) that best represent the music’s emotion

Results

• Participants were 50 (25 Male, 25 Female) college students 18 years or older (M = 20.78, SD = 4.80). The study included 20 musically trained (2+ years) participants (M = 7.45, SD = 4.33).
• No significant effect was observed for background condition at p < .05 [F (3, 46) = .65, p = .59].
• Musically trained participants (M = 5.30, SD = 2.45) had significantly higher reading comprehension scores than nontrained participants (M = 3.67, SD = 1.95) [F (1, 48) = 6.83, p = .01].
• Years of musical training (M = 2.98, SD = 4.33) was significantly correlated with reading comprehension scores (M = 4.32, SD = 2.29), r(48) = .36, p = .01, with R² = .13.
• All other comparisons were nonsignificant.

Discussion

Significance of Findings

• Background music had no effect on reading comprehension scores
• Musicians seem to have an advantage over non-musicians on reading comprehension
• The more years of musical training a participant has, the higher their reading comprehension scores will be (on average)
• Reading comprehension advantages for musically trained individuals may be due to overlapping mechanisms in language and music processing (5, 9, 12)
• A musician advantage could be due to preexisting cognitive advantages that motivate people to begin musical training (5, 14)

Limitations

• Small sample sizes may have led to nonsignificant results
• The music emotion recognition test was not a good measure of emotion recognition ability

Future Directions

• The music emotion recognition measure needs improvement
• More research is needed involving different characteristics of music
• Investigation into the potential overlapping mechanisms in music and language processing should be examined further
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